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by Jedda Robaard
Magical Creatures on their adventures as they search for their missing objects.

With
interactive
lift-the-flap
pages!

Little Fairy and Little Mermaid
are having very odd days.
Can you help them
look for their things?

Hardie Grant · June 2020 · 5 pages

Series Little Creatures
Over 15 titles on the Series!

Also available:

Rights sold to France, Italy, Greece, China, Korea
and Turkey

Board Book

Series Little Magical Creatures

Picture book

Cat & Mouse want to get out!
by Günther Jakobs
Cat and mouse find themselves
lost in a book. The readers must help them to get out !
Finally – a book for even the littlest ones to hold in their own
hands. The little readers are asked to shake, stroke, and turn
the book around.

Carlsen · July 2019 · 40 pages
Rights
sold to
Denmark
and
Romania!

Picture book

Wanna Play With Us?
Text by Fulvia Degl'Innocenti
lllustrated by Aurora Cacciapuoti
As they play in their schoolyard, some kids hear a desperate wail:
RRROOAR!
Who can it be?
An alien?
A wild monster?
Maybe a giant?
No: it’s Dino, a huge baby dinosaur who’s lost his mom. The children do
everything they can to comfort him, but then their teacher calls them
in for snack time. Good thing they can play with Dino again tomorrow...

Il Castoro · May 2020 · 32 pages

English
sample
available!

Text by Charlotte Barkla / lllustrated by Erica Salcedo
Bold and beautiful, loud and proud, All Bodies are Good Bodies is
an uplifting book about different body features and types.
Through playful rhyme, it promotes the development of body
acceptance and celebrates inclusivity and individuality.

Promotes
inclusivity,
individuality
and
self love!

Hardie Grant · January 2020 · 24 pages

Illustrated by ERICA SALCEDO the acclaimed illustrator of Kid
Normal (Bloomsbury Children) and Little People Big dreams series //
Georgia O'Keeffe (Alba Editorial), among others.

Picture book

All Bodies Are Good Bodies

Picture book

A Granny For Fridolina
Text by Anna Lott / lllustrated by Nikolai Renger

Tomorrow is Granny Day at the kindergarten, and all children take their
grandmothers along. Only Fridolina can’t because her granny has been dead
for many years. It’s just not fair! The other children talk about grannies who
travel in airplanes across the sky, grannies that give them huge stuffed
animals or grannies whose teeth rattle. Spontaneously Fridolina sets out to
search for the perfect granny. While doing so, she does not only learn a lot
about grannies but also about herself. And the best part is: Fridolina finds out
that her Granny Rita can make herself so small that she fits into Fridolina’s
heart!
A very special story book that focuses on the issue
“How can I keep my memories of a deceased person alive?“

Spanish sample available!

Arena · January 2019 · 72 pages

Spanish &
Catalan
rights sold to
Edebé!

The Journey of His Life

Text by Heinz Janisch / lllustrated by Maja Kastelic

Heinz Janisch tells the story of the great Danish writer’s
life, weaving in elements of this most famous fairy tales along the way.
Maja Kastelic mixes picture book and graphic novel
techniques and use different colour schemes to create a multi-layered
masterpiece.

H.C. Andersen's life story
for the first time in a picture book

NordSüd · Spring 2020 · 48 pages

Picture book

Hans Christian Andersen

RODARI

In 2020 we celebrate the centenary of
the birth of Gianni Rodari!

Hans
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d
Awar

A hundred years have passed since the birth of Gianni Rodari, a number that
leaves those who know him through his stories open-mouthed. Indeed, for
decades they have been telling the story of an ever-present reality every day,
lucidly describing feelings that are still true, and in their smart simplicity they let
us identify ourselves in them. In short, they are modern stories embodied in a
'classic' form: universal, eternal, perfect.

Spanish and Portuguese rights proudly
handeled by Ute Körner Lit Ag !

by Vanna Vinci

Vannina is a good girl, decent and quiet, but she has always had an explosive
and secret passion: DINOSAURS!
She reads only books about dinosaurs, draws dinosaurs, watches
documentaries about dinosaurs. She dresses up as a t-rex at a Carnival
party and all the children have fun of her: “Extinct animal! Extinct
animal!”. Vannina has just started to read by herself so she checks this
information on her sources: this is unacceptable!
Vannina doesn’t give up and thanks to the unusual magic word
“O-S-S-O-B-UC-O!” she manages to make them appear again, literally
everywhere!

Mondadori · Sept 2019 · 48 pages

Dinosaurs
are NOT
extinct!

Middle Grade

Series 'Jurassic Girl'

Middle Grade

Series
by Mike Ford
Spooky tales of demonic dolls, terrifying toys and ghastly ghosts perfect for
young readers who are just starting to read scary stories on their own

The perfect dollhouse needs the perfect doll.
When Mara hears about a new store called Frightville, she can't wait to check it
out. On its shelves are strange and unusual gifts of all kinds. It's there that she
comes face-to-face with Charlotte, a small figurine of a friendly-looking girl.
Mara instantly feels that Charlotte is meant to live with her. But once Charlotte is
in the dollhouse, strange things start to happen. There are odd noises in the night,
and objects from Mara's room start to go missing. Is Mara imagining things, or is
this doll actually haunted?

Book #01 · Scholastic · April 2020 · 128 pages

4-books in series!

Welcome to Frightville...
one-stop shopping for all your fears!
Rights
sold to
Brazil
(Intrinseca)!

Book #02 · Scholastic
Spring 2020

Book #03 · Scholastic
Summer 2020

Middle Grade

Santa's Side Job
Text by Michele D'Ignazio
Illustrated by Sergio Olivotti
Santa Claus is a seasonal worker, and it has always been well this way:
during the months when he doesn’t work he dedicates himself to his
passions, like reading and traveling. But the International Post Office is
broken and has not paid his salary for three years, so he is forced to find a
second job. If it was easy!
The waiter? Santa is too big and goofy.
The entertainer? Too old.
The call center operator? Too sincere.
When he is about to lose hope, he finally finds the job that is right for him,
one job useful for the community...

Rizzoli · November 2019 · 90 pages

Spanish &
Catalan
rights sold to
La Galera!

by Fabio Genovesi

Middle Grade

Rolando from the Graveyard
Rolando lives in a cemetery, along with his uncle, the guardian. All the
school friends consider Rolando very odd and avoid him, so that he has just
one friend named Cip, a blackbird he can communicate with.
One day the ghosts of two cousins, Marika and Mirko Gini, appear among
the graves. Spiteful and dressed as sailors, they launch a challenge to
Rolando: by midnight of the day after, the day of his tenth birthday,
Rolando will have to climb Mount Puppet, enter the Black Darkness and
find the Red Thing that is the only thing that can save them and will not
make them disappear forever.
Thanks to this unexpected adventure Rolando will finally find the courage
to face the world.

A fairytale atmosphere and a classic taste are
combined with a fresh and original story.

Mondadori · Sept 2019 · 128 pages

Fabio Genovesi (born in Forte dei Marmi, Lucca, 1974) is an author much loved by the public and critics in Italy. He is the winner
of the Strega Giovani Award in 2015 with Chi manda le onde.
His novels for adults have been translated to many languagues. Rolando del camposanto is his first novel for children.

A

2 Book Series

by Nic Stone

This middle grade series follows Shuri as she sets out on a quest to save
her homeland of Wakanda. For centuries, the Chieftain of Wakana
(the Black Panther) has gained his powers through the juices of the
Heart Shaped Herb, but the plants are no longer growing. It's up to
Shuri to travel from Wakanda in order to discover what is killing the
Herb, and how she can save it.

An original, upper middle grade series
starring the break-out character from the
Black Panther comics and films by New
York Times bestselling author Nic Stone.

Scholastic · Summer 2020 · 272 pages

Nic Stone is the New York Times bestselling author of the novels Dear Martin and Odd One Out. She was born and raised in a
suburb of Atlanta, Georgia, and the only thing she loves more than an adventure is a good story about one. After
graduating from Spelman College, she worked extensively in teen mentoring and lived in Israel for a few years before
returning to the US to write full-time. Growing up with a wide range of cultures, religions, and backgrounds, she strives to
bring these diverse voices and stories to her work.

Middle Grade

Shuri
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Text by Preeti Chhibber / Illustrated by James Lancett

2 Book Series

KAMALA KAHN was an average middle school kid. That is, until a
cloud called a Terrigen Mist swept through New Jersey and activated
her superpowers! Since taking on the persona of Ms. Marvel, she has
been fighting crime in Jersey City, and she has caught the eye
of some well-established superheroes. After Kamala is caught by news
cameras taking on a super-villain— and accidentally destroying a
building along the way—she gets a letter from Captain Marvel herself!
It’s great that she’s fighting crime, but maybe a regular school isn’t the
best place to learn how to do that. If she wants to continue as Ms.
Marvel, she’s going to need to take on some new extracurricular
activities—mainly, training with other young superheroes alongside
the Avengers! But if Kamala and her new friends think this
new school is going to be a breeze, they’ve got another thing coming . . .

Scholastic · Summer 2020 · 176 pages

Spanish
rights
sold to
RBA!

Middle Grade

Avengers Assembly

Text by Jed Lynch
lllustrated by Stephen Stone

Middle Grade

Series 'The Free Range Detective Agency'
Life can be hard for a detective with feathers for fingers, and lately
Seamus has been down on his luck. In fact he’s been sleeping in his office
and living off nothing but four bowls of Shredded Worms a day.
Then one afternoon, in walks Imelda Ermine. Seamus knows better than
to trust a cat in a fur coat (you never know who it’s been), but when Miss
Ermine starts waving a clawful of cash around, he can't afford to say no.
Pretty soon Seamus is up to his beak in a criminal underworld peopled by
pigs with piercings, a sinister snake and a meerkat called Elvis.

Hilarious, smart storyline and exceptionally well
written
Detective fiction for aged 10+
Interaction with the main character - postcard in
each book: children will be able to write Seamus and
he will reply online!

Book #01 · Little Island · October 2019
137 pages

>> Book #02 coming soon!

by Ann Clare LeZotte
Deaf author and librarian Ann Clare LeZotte weaves a riveting
Own Voices story inspired by the true history of a thriving deaf
community on Martha's Vineyard in the early 19th century.
In a tight-knit deaf community in Martha’s Vineyard, things are starting to change
for the first time in hundreds of years. As a death shatters Mary Lambert’s family,
tensions over land disputes between the settled and native people are mounting.
And meanwhile, a scientist bent on finding the origin of the island’s prevalent
deafness soon renders Mary a “specimen” in his cruel experiment.
Mary Lambert has always felt safe and protected on her beloved island of
Martha’s Vineyard. Her great-great-grandfather was an early English settler and
the first deaf islander. Now, over a hundred years later, many people there –
including Mary – are deaf, and nearly everyone can communicate in sign
language. Mary has never felt isolated. She is proud of her lineage.But recent
events have delivered winds of change.
Scholastic · March 2020 · 272 pages

A novel that probes our perceptions of ability and disability.
It will make you forever question your own ideas about what is normal.

11 -12 years

Show Me a Sign

by Vanessa Walder
Eleven-year-old Enni has every reason to be angry. She’d finally
found new foster parents, and now they are sending her to a boarding
school, while they move to Switzerland with her brother.
But Enni has a plan: she will escape and find Noah. Unfortunatelly,
she will need help of the other boarders – all psychos and creeps, in
Enni’s eyes. But then, it turns out, these Unbearables have a plan on
their own.

A rebellious young girl who has seen it all.
An isolated boarding school in the mountains.
A dark secret.
5 particular friends.
One shared plan to escape.

Book #01 Life is an Error in Calculation
Loewe · June 2019 · 268 pages

Rights
sold to
Korea!

3 Book Series

11-12 years

Series The Unbearables & me

Text by Andrea Fontana
lllustrated by Claudia Petrazzi
1988, United States. Clara, a young girl with epilepsy, moves with her
father to a new city after her mother leaves them. Clara has always felt
haunted by menacing shadows she’s never truly understood. Friendless
and insecure, she is made fun of by her new classmates. When the
school bullies begin to disappear and the police suspect it may be the
work of a serial killer, Clara and her pals discover an even more
frightening truth. Will Clara be able to face up to her fears and save the
kids who’ve disappeared? Will she learn how to conquer her own
shadows?

The perfect graphic novel for fans of

Il Castoro · March 2020 · 184 pages

Graphic novel

Clara and the Shadows

Graphic novel

Series 'All-Action Classics'
llustrated by Ben Caldwell

The relaunch of the
new and updated
graphic novel Series

Dracula
Sterling · August 2019 · 128 pages
“Action-packed and full of the thrills and chills
expected of Gothic literature, this adaptation is a
fine way to introduce reluctant teen readers to a
worthy classic. Caldwell’s beautiful art aptly
captures the mood of the tale, shifting effortlessly
between muted somber tones and vivid splashes of
color.” —Booklist

The Wizard of Oz
Sterling · August 2019 · 128 pages
"The text is brief and full of modern touches . . .
Dialogue is snappy, with a liberal use of humor
and wisecracks. The animationlike artwork is full
of movement . . . There is a cinematic feel that will
appeal to young readers . . .this updated classic
should find a different, and more welcoming,
reception from kids.” —School Library Journal

Explore Your World: Weird, Wild, Amazing!
Text by Tim Flannery / illustrated by Sam Caldwell
Bursting with bizarre facts, packed with vibrant illustrations and
guided by one of the world’s greatest living scientists, this deepdive into
the natural world will enthral and enlighten readers. It will also make
them laugh out loud … and squirm in disgust.

• For kids who love
nature, humour,
adventure and
seriously weird facts.
• The book is filled
with child-friendly
information on our
changing climate.

Hardie Grant · November 2019 · 240 pages

CO-EDITION PRICES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST!
Professor Tim Flannery is one of the world’s leading scientists, explorers and conservationists. He has
held positions in renowned institutions across Australia and internationally. He has published more
than thirty books. Explore Your World is his first book for children.

Non fiction

** Hardie Grant's highlight - Frankfurt 2019 **

11-12 years

** Scholastic juvenile's highlight - Frankfurt 2019 **

The Light in Hidden Places
by Sharon Cameron
One knock at the door, and Stefania has a choice to make...
It is 1943, and for four years, sixteen-year-old Stefania has been working
for the Diamant family in their grocery store in Przemsyl, Poland, singing
her way into their lives and hearts. She has even made a promise to one of
their sons, Izio -- a betrothal they must keep secret since she is Catholic
and the Diamants are Jewish.
But everything changes when the German army invades Przemsyl. The
Diamants are forced into the ghetto, and Stefania is alone in an occupied
city, the only one left to care for Helena, her six-year-old sister. And then
comes the knock at the door. Izio's brother Max has jumped from the train
headed to a death camp. Stefania and Helena make the extraordinary
decision to hide Max, and eventually twelve more Jews. Then they must
wait, every day, for the next knock at the door, the one that will mean
death.

Scholastic · March 2019 · 250 pages
The extraordinary true story of Stefania Podgorska, a Polish
teenager who chose hiding thirteen Jews in her attic during WWII,
from #1 New York Times bestselling author Sharon Cameron.

Spanish
rights
sold to
Urano!

Book #01 - When We Ventured to Dream

by Melanie Metzenthin
A girl from a poor family emancipates herself as a nurse, fights for
women’s rights and a forbidden love.Hamburg in 1892: Cholera is ripping
through the city on the River Elbe and has claimed thousands of
victims.When her mother dies, Martha has to make sure of the family’s
survival. The young woman from the slums of town gets hold of a lowly
training job at ahospital and works her way up to become an operating
nurse. While the doctors are racing against time, Hamburg is also in the
grips of political upheaval: the dockworkers are on strike, the women are
fighting for the right to vote and for the rights of prostitutes.Martha joins
the suffrage movement while at the same time fighting her own private
fight. For she has not only discovered her love of medicine but – against
hospital rules – also of a young man …

A great combination of commercial women's fiction
with a strong historical background.
For readers of Anne Jacobs, Sarah Lark or Annette
Hess.

Diana · September 2019 · 464 pages

Spanish
rights
sold to
Maeva!

Women's fiction

Saga 'The Harbour Nurse'

Thriller

Dear Child
by Romy Hausmann
A windowless shack in the woods. Lena's life and that of her two children
follows the rules set by their captor, the father: Meals, bathroom visits,
study time are strictly scheduled and meticulously observed. He protects
his family from the dangers lurking in the outside world and makes sure
that his children will always have a mother to look after them. One day
Lena manages to flee - but the nightmare continues.
It seems as if her tormentor wants to get back what belongs to him. And
then there is the question whether she really is the woman called
'Lena', who disappeared without a trace 14 years ago. The police and
Lena's family are all desperately trying to piece together a puzzle
which doesn't quite seem to fit.

175,000 copies sold ony in Germany
Top 5 of the Spiegel bestseller list since publication
Winner of the Crime Cologne Award 2019
Film rights optioned by Constantin Film

dtv · 2019 · 432 pages

Rights sold to 12 territories:
English language (Quercus, UK), Czech Republic (Euromedia),
France (Actes Sud), Greece (Metaixmio), Hungary (Müvelt Nep),
Italy (Giunti), Korea (Balgunsesang), The Netherlands (Harper
Collins), Norway (Cappelen Damm), Poland (Foksal), Spain
(AdN/Alianza) and Sweden (Nona)

by Heike Duken
Charly is dead and Grandmother Frieda has invited everyone to the
garden of the old villa for the burial. Charly, that was the family
tortoise who had been with them for more than 40 years and with whom it
all began. Anyway, all those years ago, the step-grandfather Heinrich
brought Charly with him as a present for the children of Frieda, the
woman he wanted to marry.
But the fact that Heinrich also brought secrets with him that he
guarded longer than Charly would be alive was something nobody suspected
in those days. And he is not the only one in this motley clan
struggling with themselves and their fellow humans. So, everyone sets
out to pay their last respects to Charly. It turns out to be a day on
which everybody wants to bring something to a close and yet develops
into a new beginning …

A story about fortune and misfortune, about lost
and adopted sons, a grandfather who isn’t one and
the question of what holds a family together from
within.
Limes · November 2019 · 272 pages

A witty and warm-hearted novel about an unusual
family.
For readers of Elizabeth Strout and Mariana Leky.

Literary fiction

When Life gives you a Tortoise

Non fiction

Rüdiger Safranski
Rüdiger Safranski, born in 1945, is a philosopher. He has become well-known for his biographies on E.T.A.
Hoffmann, Schopenhauer, Heidegger, Nietzsche, Schiller, Goethe and the friendship between Goethe and Schiller,
which have been translated into many languages. His philosophical essays centre on subjects such as the truth,
evil, romanticism, the globalisation of the world and time. He was recently awarded the Ludwig Börne Prize (2017)
and the German National Prize (2018).

Goethe - Life as Art
Hanser · August 2013 · 752 pages

Schopenhauer and the Wild Years of Philosophy
Hanser · August 2010 · 560 pages

On Time
Hanser · August 2015 · 272 pages

Rights sold: China (SDX Joint Publishing),
Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Russia (Delo
Publishing), South Korea (Hankuk),
Spain (Tusquets), Turkey (Kabalci), USA/UK
(Norton), Czech Republic (CDK)

Rights sold: Brazil (Geraçao), CN (Social Sciences
Academic), Spain (Tusquets), F (Presses
Universitaires), FIN (Uuni), GB/USA (Weidenfeld &
Nicolson), H (Európa), I (Longanesi), J (Hosei UP),
NL (Atlas), PL (Proszynski Media ), RO (Humanitas),
S (Symposion), TR (Kabalci), Korea (Ggumgyeol)

Rights sold: China Complex (Business Weekly),
China Simplified (China Social Sciences), Denmark
(Rod&Co), Hungary (Typotex), Italy (Keller), Korea
(Eunhaengnamu), Macedonia (TRI Publishing
Centre), Netherlands (Atlas Contact), Poland
(Czytelnik), Serbia (Geopoetika), Spain (Tusquets),
Sweden (Daidalos)

Literary fiction

German Book Prize
Shortlist 2019

Winter Bees by Norbert Scheuer
C.H.Beck · July 2019 · 319 pages

Origin by Saša Stanišić
Luchterhand · March 2019 · 368 pages

Brothers by Jackie Thomae
Hanser · August 2019 · 432 pages

Germany, January 1944: Egidius Arimond, a
laid off Latin and history teacher, is in
permanent danger. Not just because of his
love affairs or his epilepsy, but first and
foremost, because of his daring attempts to
rescue Jews. Meanwhile, British and American
bombers are circling over the Eifel mountains.
Arimond’s situation gets hopeless as he can
no longer access medication, begins an affair
with the district leader’s wife, and finally, is
denounced to the Gestapo.

A book about the coincidence of being born
somewhere and what follows: That summer
grandpa stepped on grandma’s foot so badly
while dancing that their grandchild almost
wasn’t born. That summer the boy almost
drowned. That summer Angela Merkel left
the borders open, which was similar to that
summer the young man fled across
many borders to Germany.

Brothers tells the story of two German men,
born in the same year to the same father, man
they never meet, and who gave them nothing
except their dark skin, which separates from
everyone else in East Germany at the time.
The issues the two men face are the same.
But their lives couldn’t be more different.

ENG sample available!

ENG sample available!

ENG sample available!

by Jeannine Mik & Sandra Teml-Jetter
Competently dealing with anger and impulsiveness in raising children.
My child makes me angry: a perennial issue among parents.
With practical exercises that strengthen a parent's relationship with the child.
More than 40.000 copies sold in 3 months.

Kösel · May 2019 · 224 pages

The Grumble Diet
by Daniela Gaigg & Linda Syllaba
Family life without grumbling and shouting.
Instructions on how to stop grumbling.
Overcoming perfectionism.
With space to write down your own thoughts and ideas.
For readers of Jesper Juul.

Beltz · August 2019 · 256 pages

Parenting

Mummy, don't scream!

by Carola Rackete

Current affairs

Time to Act!

"The history of mankind has reached a turning point: the natural world is
being destroyed; the climate system is breaking down. If we do not protect
the rights of other human beings in such a world, we endanger our own
rights too"

Carola Rackete, "Captain Europe" as DER SPIEGEL called her in their cover
story: she was the captain of Sea Watch 3, the rescue boat which she decided
to head into the harbour on the Italian island of Lampedusa, against the
explicit instructions of the authorities, in order to bring the people to safety.
She is well aware of the threat of Italian Interior Minister Matteo Salvini’s
decree – a fine of up to €50,000, and, if convicted, up to 10 years
imprisonment..
Rights sold before publication:
France (Les Arenes)
Italy (Garzanti)
Spain/W-Spanish (Paidós/Planeta)
Spain/Catalan (ARA Llibres)
Holand (Pluim)

English
sample
available!

Droemer · Nov 2019 · 140 pages
Carola Rackete (*1988) studied nautical sciences at Jade University in Elsfleth, Lower Saxony. She worked as
navigation officer before and during her studies – including two years on the German research icebreaker
Polarstern, which belongs to the Alfred Wegener Institute in Bremerhaven. Within the framework of the
European Voluntary Service, she spent eight months in the nature park Bystrinsky in the Russian Far East.
She is part of the ‘Extinction Rebellion’ movement, which warn of the collapse of the eco and climate systems
and is currently working on an extensive interview project on the future of our planet.

by Christian Felber
The initiator of the Economy for the Common Good now turns
his attention to economics. How can the meteoric rise to fame of
economics be explained? What do economics mean and are they justifiable
as an independent scientific discipline? Controversial topics for the
business world!
“Why did nobody notice it?” Not only Queen Elizabeth wondered aloud
in 2008 why the financial crisis seemed to take economists by surprise.
Economic faculties are buzzing with activity: students all over the
world advocate a pluralist approach to economics. They want to reveal
implicit assumptions, hidden value judgements and blind spots, and embed
the economy in broader contexts again.
After reviewing the breadth of criticism, Felber poses fundamental
questions about the roots of this discipline and where
it started to go wrong. And he makes a concrete and consistent plea for
holistic economic science. The curricula at universities and business
schools can be changed immediately.

Deuticke · Sept 2019 · 304 pages

A Call for the Revolution of Economics

Economy

This is not Economy!

Why the heart is our most important sensory organ
by Dr. Reinhard Friedl
We seem to know everything about the heart – and yet we know nothing.
In all the major human cultures the heart has been seen as the biological
centre for love, sympathy, joy, courage, strength and wisdom. Why is this
so? There are no sensors for measuring this, which is why neuroscientists
today believe that emotions originate in the brain – but just like the
intestines, the heart, too, is a small brain in the body that with a zillion
neurones forms its own networks and not only receives but also sends
signals.
In this truly absorbing book, heart surgeon Dr. Reinhard Friedl closely
examines the latest findings of neuro- and psycho-cardiology that are
revealing ever more secrets about the complex link between the heart,
brain and psyche. He is convinced that the perception of the heart not
only as a pump but also as a source of life leads to better health.

The latest findings from the field of neuroand psychocardiology
Goldmann · Sept 2019 · 320 pages

Popular Science

The Beat of Life

Health

Series 'Ritual Wellness'
A brand new series under the imprint Sterling Ethos that introduces in each title a topic, tells the reader what it is,
how it can improve your health, and how to use it for personal wellness.

#01 ADAPTOGENS
by Adriana Ayales
Sterling Ethos · Nov 2019
160 pages

#02 MELATONIN
by Locke Hughes
Sterling Ethos · Nov 2019
160 pages

#03 CBD
by Blair Lauren Brown
Sterling Ethos · April 2020
176 pages

Captivating introduction to a specific topic
Benefits for our personal wellness
Easy to follow
Practical receipts

>> Book #04 COLLAGEN is scheduled for July 2020!

LIST OF CLIENTS · Fall 2019
Books for adults
Verlagsgruppe Random House
Bastei Lübbe
Buchverlage Langen Müller Herbig
dtv · Deutsche Taschenbuch Verlag
Verlagsgruppe Droemer Knaur
Hanser
Zsolnay/Deuticke
C.H. Beck (literature) (ES)
Campus Verlag
Westend Verlag
Wallstein Verlag
Edition Nautilus
Keil&Keil Literatur Agentur
Michael Meller Lit. Ag. (BR, PT)
Adelphi Edizioni
Edizioni Piemme
The Italian Agency (classics)
Berla & Griffini
Quirk Books
Sterling Publishing
Chelsea Green Publishing
BCB · Books Crossing Borders
The Anaïs Nin Trust (ES)
JFC · Japan Foreign Rights Center
Marianne Schönbach Literary Agent
Liepman AG (non-exclusive)
Akcali Copyright
ONK Agency

ES = only for the Spanish speaking countries;
BR = only for Brazil;
PT = only for Portugal
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cbj/Verlagsgruppe Random House
Carlsen Verlag/Aladin/Lappan
Arena Verlag
dtv Junior / Klett Kinderbuch Verlag
Loewe Verlag (ES, PT)
Hanser
Magellan Verlag
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NordSüd (ES)
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Editrice Il Castoro
Book@ Literary Agency
Scholastic, Inc.
Quirk Books
Sterling Publishing
Sweet Cherry Publishing
Hardie Grant Egmont (ES, PT)
Little Hare (ES, PT)
Little Island Books (ES)
JFC · Japan Foreign Rights Center
Magnard Jeunesse (Editio Dialog)
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